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Market Overview 
Yesterday, Hong Kong stocks gained climbed to near a 21-month high 
supported by the rally of China tech names on optimism China’s economic 
expansion will spur earnings. The Hang Seng Index rose 711pts to 
30,159pts. Daily turnover continued to rise to HKD286.9b. "ATMX" stocks 
surged 3-8% yesterday on average, with several stocks reached to their 
record high, including Tencent (700 HK), Meituan-W (3690 HK), BYD Co. 
(1211 HK), Sunny Optical (2382 HK). Company-news: (1) Kuaishou-W (1024 
HK) will start its IPO application today to 29 Jan, with IPO offer price of 
HKD105-115 per share, to raise at max of HKD48.3b; (2) COSCO Ship 
Energy (1138 HK) released positive profit alert, indicating its 2020 net 
profit to RMB2.25b-HKD2.45 (up 443% to 492% YoY); (3) Tencent (700 HK) 
is going to acquire BAIOO (2100 HK) 326m shares, being one of its major 
shareholders.  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

CR Beer (291 HK) 
CR Beer expects to deliver >50% reported earnings growth for 2020, implying profit of RMB1.97-2.1b. 
Given its 9M20 net profit was RMB3.65b, its 4Q20 earnings was a net loss. Market believes the loss was 
caused by a total of RMB900m in impairments and one-off costs as CR Beer continues to optimize its 
organization and traditional 4Q20 industry weaken season. Looking into 2021E, market expects to see the 
company accelerating premium segment expansion post Covid-19, and margin upside from potential price 
hike and efficiency gains. There should be strong profit rebound from sub-high end expansion and 
potential ASP adjustments and improving scale benefits more than offsetting any cost pressure. 
 
ZTE (763 HK)  
The company released its 2020 preliminary results with revenue of RMB101b (+10% YoY), which was 
largely in line with Bloomberg consensus forecast of RMB102b). Its 2020 full-year net profit was 
RMB4.37b, implying 4Q20 net profit of RMB1.65b (+62% YoY). The growth was mainly driven by difference 
in tax expense and minority interest. Entering into 2021E, market expects revenue to drop by c.0-5% and 
net profit to grow by 10%-15%, which is expected to be driven by margin improvement in 5G products. 
However, some analysts believe the positives of 5G upcycle are priced in and cautious on potential 
downside risks given the slowing 5G rollout.  
 
Jacobio-B (1167 HK) 
Jacobio-B is a clinical stage biotech company focusing on in-house discovery and development of 
potential first-in class innovative oncology therapies globally, including two lead assets – SHP2 inhibitors 
(JAB-3068 and JAB-3312) at clinical stage, and an IND-enabling KRAS G12C inhibitor (JAB-21000). With its 
allosteric inhibitor technology platform and translational medicine platform, Jacobio has broadened its 
focus to multiple critical signal pathways in tumorigenesis and developed a pipeline of differentiated 
candidates. Considering their progress over peers, it is believed that all the assets under development at 
Jacobio have the potential to be the first-in-class or best-in-class drugs globally.  
 
Smoore (6969 HK) 
Smoore’s order book is expected to remain strong in 2021E, driven mainly by the strong sales momentum 
of its two largest customers, Vuse and RELX. In 2020, Smoore was the best performing Hong Kong IPO, 
driven by its unique business, leading position, southbound capital flow and strong results. Market 
continues to view the company positively as its solid fundamentals should remain intact. However, after 
the >150% rally within recent 6 months, market believes the valuation now does not leave limited room 
for further expansion and recommend investors who have not yet initiated a position wait for a pull-back.  



 
Koolearn (1797 HK) 
Koolearn posted soft 1HFY21 top-line growth of 19% YoY on due to weak performances by its college 
education and institutional segments. Its K12 business continued to be the market focus and posted 163% 
YoY revenue growth. Market believes Koolearn has been disciplined in acquiring new students through 
diversified channels and the growth in enrolments is unlikely to be disrupted by the potential tightening 
of the regulatory scrutiny in the near term. Some analysts believe the street would lower its FY21-23E 
expectations for the overall profitability following the results as some have to price in the adjustment 
phase for the college education business which have to take longer-than-expected due to muted demand 
for overseas test preparation and the company’s product adjustments. 
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